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ONCOLOGY NETWORKS

Components of a Successful Oncology
Network
by Louis Stripling

ommunity
based oncolo-
gists have
endured a veri
table parade of
competitive
strategies during
recent years

aimed at improving operations,
driving market share, and increas
ing financial return. These strate
gies have had negligible r raetical
impact on mepractice 0 medicine
and provided little. if any. protec
tion from the continual storm that
threatens the business side of run
ning a medicaloncology practice.

One such strategy of the last
decade was the major hospital ini
tiative to acquire primary care
practices and attempt to control
or limit patient referrals to special
ists, or. at a minimum. direct those
referrals to allied specialists.
Muleispecialry groups and health
maintenance organizations
(H MOs) followed ehis trend by
seeking to purchase or acquire
oncologists to create a captive
network for care. Finally, fueled
by Wall Street capital, entrepre
neurs joined the parade by acquir
ing oncology practices as part of a
disease-specific or market-focused
strategy that resulted in the iatro
duction of the professional practice
management (PPM) industry. With
ran exception, these str:lt~les
failed and faded in popularity.
Though the reasons are many, the
critical link missing in each case
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was a seamless integration of the
administrative functions of the
practice and the clinical needs of
oncologists and their patients.

Most recent to cafture the
attention of oncolopsu and prac
tice administrators IS the initiative
to reduce the dwindling margin on
drug delivery. The ongoing scruti
ny of the cost of medical care will
just not end; neither will the rela
tive sophistication and speed at
which cancer treatment now
evolves.The pace of change within
medical oncclogy-c-especially the
need to implement technology and
refine proc~stS to manage treat
ment and administrative informa
tion, control drug costs, and stay in
step with new drugs and new treat
ment proccccls-e-supports a con
tinued" heavy demand for PPM
services. Any successful oncology
network strategy must provide
processes and technology that
enable oncologists to keep pace
with the changing trends and
comfortably weather relentless
regulatory storms.

A NEW BUSINESS MODEL
The first step to making an oncolo
gy network strategy succeed is to
apply proven business methods
that drive value to community
based oncology practices. Such
business methods begin with
identifying critical assets.

After 20 years as a turn-around
specialist in this industry, I can
confidently argue that the only
assets oncologisu can leverage to
improve their practices are their
time and their suffs' time, and the
only services that represent practice
income are directly related to clini
cal care. O ncology networks, then,
must provide access to tools to
streamline and integrate the deliv
ery of clinical services with the
administrative businessfunctions.

I firmly believe in the old manage
ment adage-cscccessful businesses
focus on the 20 percent that make
the 80 percent difference. In this
case, 20 percent of practice
resources should commit to the
effective application of technologi
cal tools that enable the other 80
percent of resources to focus on
delivering quality patient care.

Clearly there are numerous
health-care management software
psckages rangingfrom electronic
medical records to electronic claims
precessing systems.which are
designed to drive greater efficiency
within medical practices.Experience
indicates, however, that oncology
practiceswill not embrace the "one
size-fits-all" health-careinformatics
systems currendy offeredor in
development for we in a broad
rangeof healthcare practices. There
isgood reason for such resistance.
Oncologists need technology with
a specialty-specific focus that not
only efficiently captures billingand
treatment data, but also collects out
come dau to indicatebest practices
and provides protocols for the most
effectivedrug regimens. Sucha sys
tem would provide oncologistswith
a disciplined approach to accessing
critical data for decisionmaking
all at the point of care.

Even with the recent surge in
new technology. it is difficult to
afford designer systems on a com
munity-based practice bud~et.
To date, the relativesmall size and
limited financial resources: of the
average community-based practice
have. for the most part, prohibited
the integration of sophisticated
health-care informatics.The cost
of the technology and the require
ments for reengineering and staff
retraining are not practical for a
single practice. Fortunately, the
development of Internet-based,
scalable systems has made access to
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expensive technology, collection of
criticaldata. and application of
sophisticated business systems only
a mo use-d ick away.

Increasingly today, and certain
ly in the coming months and years.
oncology networks will beable to
"unbundle" the PPM suite of prac
rice: management services and
deliver them, individually, across
the web to a larger market of
oncology practices than the PPM
model could attract or serve. This
new slntegy will allow practices
the flexibility to choose the right
mixof tools to meet their practice
specific needs. It willalso give
practices the freedom to obtain
these IDols and services on a sub
scription and fee-per-service basis
without forfeiting operational con
trol or surrendering significant
percentages of practice revenue.

As with many new e-ccmmerce
ventures. it iseasy to dismiss this
new competitive strategy as the lat
est, fashionable, high-tech trend. in
addition, the relatively complex
and unfamiliar businessstructure of
surt-up dotcoms often engenders
confusion and suspicion. Often
asked (and fitting) questions
include "Hew will this work?- and
-Who is paying for this strategy?
While successful practice manage·
ment requires a new focus on the
business assetsof the practice. this
new strategy, in rum, demands a
new economic model.

MANAGING tREAtMENT
OmON.
A new and significantplayer has
emerged on the oncology network
scene. Pharmaceutical companies,
always present as critical vendors
in the oncology business cycle,
now emerge as key drivers in the
new, technology-enhanced deliv
ery of clinical services. It is already
apparent that practicing oncolc
gists need processes and technolo
gy to implement "bestpractice
treatment standards, and capture,
organize, and "harvest" point-of
care data within, and not as an
adjunct to, the day-to-day treat
ment of patients. At the same time,
the current ad hoc systems
through which pharmaceutical
companies gain access to patients
for clinical trials, collect informa
tion regarding the efficacy of spe
cific chemotherapy regimens, and
drive market share for new cancer

H
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oncology netwo rks of the

future will capitalize on

the use of informatics

technology.. .

drugs-is likewise antiquated.
The recent increasein the num

ber of cancer drugs in development
hasoverwhelmed the currently
slow, labor intensive, and inefficient
processes through which drugs are
tested. and introduced into the mar
ketplace. Paper-basedsystemsfor
reviewingchartsto determine
patient-trialeligibility discourage
participation andare cost t:c:bi~
tive for most community-
practices. Pharmaceutical compa
nies.in tum, spend millionsof dol
larsattempting to suppon this anti
quated system and the enormous
expense of managing meaningful
data collection, only to experience
inordinate inefficiency and delays
in obtaining approval for and intro
ducing new drugs. Even the most
advanced attempts to create elec
uonicor even semi-paperless infor
maticssystemsto accrue and man
age the treatment of patients in
clinical trials rely on stand-alene
systems that are not integrated in to
the daily flow of patient treatment,
Thesesystems require: duplicative
entry and analysisof information,
interrupt patient care.and impose
heavy administrative burdens that
most often outweigh the profession
al and financial incentives for oncol
ogy practices to parricipete in trials.

Easy-to-use andfully integrated
processes that automate patient eli
gibility determinations and proto
col management within the ordi
nary course of treatment, and that
introduce new drugs in the pre-

approvalor immediate post
approval stages, accomplish three
valuable objectives for pharmaceu
tical companies.These strategies:
t ) eliminate the oncology-specific
barriers to trial participation,
2) decrease the COst and increase
the accuracy of treatment data gen
erated for trials, and 3) increase
market share by providing guide
lines for new drug administration
and biUing procedures. In addition,
the many market-share driven that
result from aligning the interests of
oncologists .and pharmaceutical
companies will likely lead to finan
cial sponsorships for a variety of
value-based offerings that improve
efficiency and access to new drugs.

The demand for an integrated
information managementsystem
and practice managementprocess
that addresses these needs for both
oncology practicesand pharmaceu
tical companiesis clear and com
pelling. This need presents an enor
mous opporraairy for new services
andtechnology solutions that add
value for both oncology practices
and pharmaceuticalcompanies.
Cancer care. perhapsmore than
any other medical specialty, is
positioned to embrace thismeans
of distributing infonnation manage
ment applications and online
resources. The Internet, secure
extranets,or virtual private net
works will help oncology practices
and pharmaceutical companies
manage:
• the explosion of rapidly evolving
treatment options
• opportunities for participating in
clinical trials
• regulatory changes
• the proliferation of newly
developed cancer drugs.

Perhaps most imponantly, they
will be betterable to managethe
need and opportunity to capture
and analyze information regarding
the efficacy of a specific course of
treatment.

Successful cnccloav networks of
the fuNtc wilt capirafi7.e on the use
of informatics technoIoa- to make a
subsu.ntial, practicaldifference in
the provision of care. Thiswill be
accomplished by linkingcommuni
ry-based oncologists and their
patient data t0r.harmaceutical com
panies that wil use this data to con
tinue the advancement of new and
better treatments for cancer. '41
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